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A Negro wok at the WorJd

4:., M. "Pete" Guest

Sooiology Honors

August. 1963
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The demand for ec,'Ual rights noV{ among the American Negro
population has sparked wide-spread discussion about the causes of the
movement.

Di£:ferent authors and leaders, thrOllgh a wide-ranging

assortment of sometimes contradictory and sometimes interlocking reasons,
have attempted to explain why the movement arose and why it has kept
going.

Approaches range from the mystical explanation of Martin Luther

King, Jr. (in the final ana1:,rsis God is causing the Negro to demand equal
rights at the present time) to the coldly rational approaches of many
social scientists who see the current Negro unre st as',pa:i:lt of a typical
case history of a social movement.

Actually King is not completely

mystical because he does open1:,r and vociferousl;y' recognize many of the
empirical social CmLses of the Negro revolt.

Acceptance of the mystical

approach clashes with the scientific methods and values of the writer

and most social soientists and thus, by assumption, is rejected.

Two

general1:,r accepted or generall;y' debated cl'>.aracteristics of a social
movement are; (1) the emergence of protest instead of accommodating
leadership for the movement, and (2) the increase in wealth and general
economic well-being of the oppressed group minus concomitant increases
in political power and social standing or/and. the realization by followers
of the social movement that their rigntsand privileges are not being
recognized and granted.

In other words, the followers of the social

movement perceivs themselves as deprived, wish to rectify the situation.
and turn to leaders who oppose the accepted values of the general society

instead of those who support the accepted. values.

These are onl;r two

debated characteristics of the movement which especially interested the
writer, and they are general1:,r considerai true of onl;r the initial stages
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of a social movement (there can be little doubt that the demand for
eqnal rights now has not run its course).

The writer decided to restrict

his investigation to only these two characteristics becaase of a lack of
time and a desire to be fairly thorough in the investigation.

.Most of the

resea.reh was tangental instead of directly related to the above characteristics.

The writer desired to see how Negroes perceive change in their

status, what kind. of program of action they advocate, and. who they
consider 1eaders.

He also sought to discover the correlations between

perception of change, achievement motivation and civil rights ide.ology.
Preliminary work consisted of reading articles giving the
present gamut of Negro attitudes on status, rights, strategies and goals,
articles analyzing the caases of the Negro revolt, and articles portraying
the history and life of the Negro in America.

These readings were con-

tinned during and after the interview process to aid the writer in understanding and. interpreting his results.
To determine present Negro feelings related to the above named
two characteristics, the writer decided to design an interview-qnestionnaire
with four main sections:

(1) Negro leaderShip, (2) Negro achievement

motivation, (3) Negro civil rights ideology, and (h.) Negro perception of
change in status.
The first section consisted of three questions.

"Who are the three greatest Negro leaders no\'l'?"
the greatest of the three?"

The third:

One asked,

Another sought, "Who is

"Why is he (or she) the greatest?"

The results of the q'J.estions would tell the number of leaders named, the
types of leaders named, the most popular leaders, the reasoning for selecting someone as "greatest" and the extent of awareness of Negro leadership.
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The second sect.i.on involving Negro aohievement mot.ivat.ion was
drawn from a st.udy qy Bernard Rosen in t.he February, 1958, American
Sociological Review. 1

Rosen was at.temptingto discover and compare t.he

achieVement mot.ivat.ions of different co.ltural and et.hnic groups, including
Negroes.

He hypot.hesied that. "the achievement. mot.ivat.ion complex consist.s

of t.hree major variables;

educat.ional-vocat.ional aspiration, achievement

of task or skill motivation, and achievement value orientation.

Since

inclusion of all three tests would prolong the writer's total interview
to much more than 40 minutes, thtls possibly losing the attention and
cooperation of subjects,

o~

was included in t.he interview.

one test. --of achievement value orient.ation-Rosen's achievement. value orientation

test consisted of seven questions test.ing .mat he called activist-passivist.
(the first three), individualist-collectivist (t.he next. two), and futurepresent (the last two) orientations.

All the statements were so phrased

that a disagreement in contrast to agreement answer showed achievement
value orientation.

The more statements to which the respondent disagreed

the higher his.schievement value orientat.ion.

Rosen's fatal error was

designing a test with a uniform response placing the respondent at one
end or the other of the scale.

Lenski and Leggett2 have shown that

"acquiescence is a normat.ively defined response of lower status individl1als
when int.eracting in an unfamiliar and semiformal situation with strangers
of

visib~

higher status."

However, the writ.er decided to use Rosen's

IRosen. Bernard C.; "Race, Etbnicity, and the Achievement Syndrome";
American SOciological Review (February, 1958); pp. 47-60.
2Lenski, C",rl:<ard E. and Leggett, John C.; "Caste, Class, and Difference
in a Research Interview"; JI.merican Journal of Sociology (March, 1960);
pp. 463-7.
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test to compare findings.

Rosen found that Negroes have high achieve-

ment value orientations in comparison with other groups but, in comparison,
low educational-vocational aspiration and achievement task motivation.
The third main section -- testing civil rights ideology -- consisted of nine statements to which respondents were to agree or disagree.
Three of the statements represented What the writer considered a conservative or accommodationist Negro position; three, a moderate ot" NAACP type
position; and three, a radical or nearly Black Muslim position.

The

statements were designed sO that most radicals would agree with radioal
and moderate but not conservative statements, most moderates would agree

only with moderate statements, and most conservatives would agree only
with conservative statements.
up.

In this msnner, a continuum could be set

Each time a Negro gave the "conservative" answer on a statement he

received a minus one score; every time the "liberal position", he received
a p1us one.

Thus, the most conservative Negro would receive a score of

minus nine; the most radical, plus nine.
three.

The conservative statements were:

A moderate score would be plus
(a) "Negroes have no right

to sit-in at a restaurant i f the owner does not want to serve them:";
(c) "The oivil rights and Negro political groups are demanding too lllllch
too fast.

There should be slcwrer ohange for a while to let things calm

down. n; (h) "If the Negro proves that he has the training and ability to
hold down the better jobs, he will get those jobs."
vrere~

Moderate statements

(a) "Progress is being made in getting civil rights for the Negro,

but it is coming too slow~.n; (f) lJActiVities like sit-inS, freedom rides,
and economic boycotts are helping bring the Negro equal rights with the
white. It; (g) "The United States government does not act quickly enough in
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the South to fight discrimination when it has the power and the chance
to do

The radical statements were' (b) "The Christian religion is

50."

a false religion beCause it preaches the brotherhood of all men while
white Christians continue to discriminate against Negroes."; (d) "Organizations like the NAACP should not have white leaders."; (i) "Since the
white man uses violence to keep discrimination, the Negro has the right
to use violence to end discrimination."
The section on Negro perception of change consisted of three
parts with six subdivisions of each.

The parts dealt separately with the

economic, social, and political conditions of the Negro, mainly in IDrain
County.

The respondents were asked to think about change in the last

ten years to the best of their knowledge and experience.

The questions

were designed so that answers could be channelized into one of five
categories.

Things were mOving either in a great deal positive or a

great deal negative direction or a slightly positive or slightly negative
direction or were about the same.

The subdivisions of each part did not

directly overlap although they covered

~

aspects of a larger problem.

Generally the writer attempted to cover as many areas· of concern to the
Negro as possible, given the necessary short length of the interview and
the difficulty in tabulating the results in an index.

There was an

attempt to eliminate as many statements of fact as possible from the
questions.

However, unfortunate4< this was not completely done before

testing began.

For instance, question 1c says that !lemployers in IDrain

County, particular4< in the big plants, have had to lay off workers quite
often in the last ten years."

Perhaps this question should have read,

"In comparison to the past ten years, what kind of ohance Cio Negroes have
of keeping their jobs during big plant lay offs when either a wh;te or a.
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Negro has to be laid ofn"

Or, on question 7e i t is stated that Negroes

are hired for the poorest jobs.

This is an unnecessary statement of

facts - although what poor means is not defined, making the statement not
quite so objectionable to the scientist.

Also, onf question 17e there is

a perhaps unnecessar-.f almost neutral statement that "programs of the
United States government have affected the conditions of the Negro in
American life. It
The result of writing questions dealing with change was a certain
purposeful allibiguity in each question, allowing the respondent to interpret it in his own frame of reference.

The parposeful ambiguity of the

questions had the disadvantage of allowing far too broad interpretations
of the questions, an:i thus, perhaps, somewhat damaged data.

However, the

writer hoped to measure the emotional reaction by Negroes to change - not
necessarily the objective situation in one clearly defined area,

The

writer hoped to find out i f Negroes tend to react in similar ways to some
allibiguous question covering a lot of ground,

Five of the six questions

in the economic and political parts required no demonstrated knowledge,
only opinion.

All six of the questions in the social area could be

answered without offering any facts.

I f the respondent didn't demonstrate

enough knowledge to answer the questions requiring factual ans-flers, the
interviewer went on to the next question,

The questions on change were

stated in rmrnerous,.cways so that the monotonous repetition wouldn't
comition monotonous repetition of response,

The three main parts on

change were separated by other questions, once again so the questioning
wouldn't seem monotonous and wouldn.t condition a standard response.
Questions were also placed on the interview schedule to determine
size of f"mily, R1ll!\ber of years in Oberlin, occupation, education, church
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affiliati.on, organizational affiliation and. leaderShip positi.ons, voting
regularity and registrati.on status.
Fretesting was conducted with three Negro subjects - one middle
class man, two upper lower class women.

As a result of the pretesting,

some minor changes were made in wording of questions and one complete
part of the section on social acceptance was changed.
admittance to public dances.

lOa had concerned

This seemed irrelevant to the three .pre-

tested, so the part was changed to deal with treatment by white store
clerks.
The interviewer was a white, fair, Anglo-Saxon Oberlin College
senior.

The implications of this for interviews with Negroes are fairly

obvious.

EKcept for two interviews, he dres.sed in slacks, white shirt

and.::tie. For the other two interviews he wore slacks and a sport shirt.
The interviewer introduced himself asian Oberlin College student making a
survey of public opinion in Oberlin.

He informed the Sllbjects that the

questions took a few minutes to answer and that their aid would be very
helpful.

Once inside the home, the interviewer informed the respondent

that he was interested in finding out in general how the Oberlin Negro
oomrmmity views present civil rights problems.
allow the subjects

The interviewer tried to

to express themselves fu1J;y but broke in when they

had clearly missed the point 0:1: the question or had continued at, length

on nonrelevant questions.
Sampling area:

Theoretically to get a truly representative

sample of Negro opinion, a national Sllrvey would have been necessary.
However, time and resources clearly prohibited this.

The only rea1J;y

Sllitable sampling area for the interviewer was the Negro comrmmity of
Oberlin;

O:b.io~

The Oberlin Negro co:m...nm.r.j.ty, according to the 1960 cenS"J.s,
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consists of 1900 Negroes (approximately).
1950.

This co-mpares with 1200 in

The white populations for the same years were 3500 and 4200. 3

The large increase in the Negro population is said to stem frpm Southern
migration.

The census indicates Negroes compose 3lpercent of the total

population - a very high percentage in comparison to the

approximate~

8 percent national figure.
Obarlin has a tradition of liberality in race relations dating
back to the Civil War and Oberlin1s link in the underground railway.
Also prominent has been the civil rights activity of Oberlin College
students.
The Oberlin Review, College newspaper, in a special two part
survey of Oberlin race relations, cla:Lmed the liberal reputation is
unjustified:
"Integration and equal opportunity for the Negro is an
illusion in Oberlin, OrJLo. because discrimination. sensed,
if not overt, occurs in the key areas of
livL'1g social relations, employment, and housing.
only in loca~ politics and in the church and schoolroom
does Oberlin truly fUlfill its reputation for integration and
equality of opportunity.
Discrimination against the Negro in Oberlin ia 11. quiet
kind of
Unlike the blatant write
of the
South,
citizens of Oberlin sincerely believe themselves to
be rightful heirs of the community's tradition of
••
Progress in rMe relations is undeniably being made.
Thirteen yea:rs ago Bill Long was the only employer in O'oerlin
to hire Negro
Tcday Negroes sit on almost every major
city commission, hold responsible positions in City Hall, and
teach white children. in city schools.
What progress ba~ been ma:Le is attributable to the new
blood. The old guard puts up an active opposition, but to no
avail, for Oberlin bas been caught up in forces whichean no
longer be stopped... 4
This report is

gener~

accurate.

Ho,~ver,

it is

probab~

. JOrnstein, Stanley and Guest, A. M. "Pete"; "Race Relations in
Oberlin: Liberal EUt •••• "; Oberlin Review (Nov. 13, 1962), pp. 3-4.
4Ibid., p. 3.
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a little harsh to say the town's liberal reputation is unjustified.

In

terms of an idealistic utopia in which no discrimination existed among
races, Oberlin is not liberal.
in the same area are doing
justified.

0.1'

Bnt in terms of what other communities
have done, the liberal reputation is fully

Perhaps one reason for Oberlin's large Negro population is

the liberality of race relations.

As the Review claims, progress in

race relations is undeniably being made.

The'rate of change doesn't

appear to he much different from many other cities - Oberlin has just
started at a higher plateau.
The most distinguishing oharaoteristio of the Negro population,
without intensive examination, is their homogeneity.

About

85

peroent

of the Negroes are ghettoized in the sootheast section of Oberlin.

The

homes generally present an outward appearanoe of being modest but well
kept.

The insides are often not as prosperous.

its share of shacks and delapidated homes.
whelmingly lower olass.

And Oberlin does have

The population is over-

There are no olearJ;y wealthy Negroes and perhaps

onJ;y 20 Negro professionals living in the oity.

The definition of pro-

fessional must be used broadly since many of the Negro professionals
probabJ;y have low incomes for their jobs.

The lower class Negroes tend

to be employed in semiskilled and unskilled oocupations in Oberlin.
Elyria, or Lorain.

Many Negroes employed in Oberlin work for the College

since few town businesses hire Negroes and little local industry exists.
The average Negro family income. of about $4500 a year is about two-thirds
that of the average white famiJ;y.5

This is better than the national

average of Negro families having one-half the white average.
The Negro community has three churohes which would
be considered "established" or sober or denominational:

general~

Rust Methodist,

5Thomas, Robert; "Race Relations in Oberlin." Lorain Journal (about
June 27, 1963), about p. 11.
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)[t. Zion Baptist, and the Seventh Day Adventists.
the majority of Oberlin's church-going Negroes.

These probabl3 attract
There are

sect type churches - the main one being Christ Temple.

three

Several Negroes,

mainl3 middle class, attend primaril3 white churches.
The cOllllllllnity has several primarily Negro clubs, the largest
and most active being the Pioneer Ten Pin Clllb (300 members).

Although

primarily dedicated to bowling, it also undertakes some service projects.
Figures for elections in the two predominantly Negro wards
indicate strong support for tbe Democratic Party.

However, it is definitel3

not as high as the 70 or 80 percent Democratic vote in most Northern urban
centers.

ReportedJ;y llla!'lY of the older Negro families have remaiI>..ed with

their Republican tradition.
Thus, this very superficial sketch of Oberlin's Negro population iniicates that it cannot be considered a typical Negro collllJllltrlty although it

cert~

cannot be considered a clearl3 atypical cOllllllllnity.

That Oberlin race relations have improved greatJ;v in the last 10 years
and that Oberlin has started from a stronger and tradition-bound base in
comparison to other cities are two facts which mu.st be considered in
expla;ining answers to questions.

At the same time. Oberlin's unique

characteristics should not. be accepted as the main determinant of answers.
There are wide individual variations in personal experience and there are
also wide contacts with the world outside Oberlin through the mass media
and through individual experience.
Sampling method:
80 Oberlin Negroes selected

At first the interviewer desired to interview
~

some random scientific method.

this plan was dropped for three main reasons.
vifould reduce the trjddl.e class

eleYrIl~::lnt

However,

First, random selection

to a minute group,

~nd

the interviewer

-ll,.,.

hoped to Compare middle class and lower class views.

Since

lived in white neighborhoods and their identity was not.

SOlll6

alw~s

Negroes

known.

a large number of Negroes might be missed in some random sampling method
such as t.aking every tenth street address in the Negro section.

Further-

more, the interviewer was not so much interested in discovering the
representative opinion of Oberlin but the tendency of people with similar
characteristics to respond alike.
The interviewer hoped to obtain six broed groupings:

middle

class, upper l.ower class, and l.o-wer lower class - each split into two
groups by sex,

He also hoped to obtain groupings that could be compared

by high education versus low education. activist versus no'tctivist

orientation, voter versus non-voter.
There were three general methods of obtaining the sample.
Almost the entire universe of Oberlin middle class Negroes was discovered
from personal knowledge or que.stioning people.
class citizens were interviewed by appoint_nt.

Most of these middle
Twenty-five interviews

with middle class Negroes were obtained.. Almost every middle class
fsndq had either the husband or wife or both interviewed.

The second

method of sampling was by walking around the streets of the Oberlin
colorad community and. white neighborhoods at different hours of the
and stopping at homes evidently inhabited by lilegroe s.

d~

The interviewer

attempted to visit all types of homes and in all. sections of Oberlin.
He believes he obtained a fairly good sampl.e of the Oberlin colored
community in this manner - although those rareq home and those frequently
home have representat:i.on differing undoubtedq from the norm.

'fllere was

some slight tendency by this second method to interview older Negroes.
While

35

percent of the Negro population over 20 is 50 or older. according
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to the 1960 U. S. census. the sample included 38 percent of those over
50. 6

Age was only estimated.

The method of walking around the streets

produced mainly lower class respondents - although it also produced,
inevitall1;y, three mdddle class Negroes.

The third method of selection

involved visiting upper lower class Negroes known for their leadership
in the community.

Only three interviews were obtained this way.

A total of 83 interviews were final1;y completed, all above the
21 year old mjnjmnlJl age for a respondent (adulthood).
women and 41 men.

Twelve married couples were interviewed.

claim.ed the ,roman he lived with as his sister.
as husband.
viewed.

There were

42

One man

His "sister" claimed him

Two brothers and a sister from the same fami1;y were inter-

There 'llfere also three cousins, two men and a woman.

Two men

were married to white women.
Twelve refused to be interviewed by failing to keep apPOintments or saying they would not be interviewed.

If told to return by the

potential respondent, the interviewer returned at least twice before
discontinuing attempts.

An exception was one case where the interviewer

didn't know how to get hold of the potential responient again.

Two

women broke off the interview after it began.

One simp1;y refused to go

on after the question aboUt Negro leadership.

One broke the interview

during the question on civil rights ideology, at the time was willing to
continue the interview later, but refused to continue at a later date.
Thus, of the 100 interviews attempted in pretesting and testing, 86
percent were complete.
General1;r once inside a home, the interviewer had no trouble
in obtaining information.

bU.

Interview lengths ranged from 20 minutes to

S. Department of Commerce; 1960 CenS1l~ Tracts For Lorain-E1;rria.
Ohio; (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Ofbee , 1961j,p. 26.
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approximately three hours, with all average of about 35 to bO minutes.
T-JPic2.l1y, respondents were very eager to express their opinions unless
they had some shortly forthcoming appointment.

The interviewer noted

apparent difficulty in understanding questions among many respondents,
especially the lower lower classes.
to escape the respondents.

Subtleties of meaning often seemed

For instance, question 8b concerning the

Christian religion appeared hard to understand because of its complexity
of construction.

Many respondents, if they agreed, seamad to think only

in terms of the last clause "white Christians oontinue to discriminate
against Negroes."

Question 1ha also seemed confusing.

rationalized it as:

Some apparently.

"a man should want a secure, not too difficult job,

with enough pay to afford a nice car and eventually a home of his own.1!
They didn' t seem to grasp the
changes the meaning.

II

all a man shottld want" section which

Ftlrthermore, a few respondents (perhaps five or

six) obviously didn't understand the county concept of government.

And

thus, they probably didn't think in the same general manner as other
respondents on questions involving Lorain County.
When a person said "I don I t know" in answer to a question, the
interviewer attempted to get the respondent to commit himself.

If the

respondents were clearly unwilling to respond in one of the five regular
oategories, "don't know" was remmed.

There were a total of 41 "don't

know'sl! on the 16 questions requiring responses and involving no expressed
faotual knowledge.

The most "don't know's" - three men, four women -

ooourred on question 11d (lIWhen an aot of discrimination occurs in Lorain
County t01'ms, in general are the town offiCials more or less or to the
same degree willing to speak out in defense of the injured Negro?lI)
Questions 70 and ge were seoond with six "don't know's" each.

Only nine
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of the

47

"don't !mow's" came from men.

Twenty-one, all except one

from women, came on the five questions relating to changes in jobs.

This

finding that women answer "don't know" more than men is not surprising
since men generally have more contact with jobs and shops and are subject

to more information about the world outside the home.
An explanation of class ranking is certainly necessary.

There

are several methods of class determination, none of whioh seemed partiCll.larly suitable for the Oberlin setting.

The initial smallness of Oberlin's

Negro middle and professional class made it difficJllt to split illdividuals
into groups by prestige of profession or various types of post high
school edJlClation.

It is difficult to split the lower class into two or

three groups for several reasons.

Because of discrimination, there is a

lack of jobs commensurate with the ability and training of some Negroes.
For instance, one Oberlin Negro (not in the

stu~)

is employed as a

laborer but is considered able enough to be chairman of the lilt. Zion
Board of Trustees •. 1l. Negro woman who does unskilled hand labor is one
of the main driving force behind the Oberlin NAACP and has been a member
of the advisory board of the Oberlin College riiCA.

ApparentJ;v a great

deal of IDck is necessary to get a job in keeping with one's ability,
and this fact seems to be generally recognized in the COJll!llllnity.
job does not always determine status.

Thus,

Furthermore, years of education is

also a misleading criterion since many Negroes have gone to school in the
South where the education is clearJ;v inferior to the Northern brand.
Finally, there are not clear upper lower class and lower lower class
neighborhoods aiding in the categorization process.
Under the circumstances, the writer used a fairly flexible
system - with the main determinant being occupation, more by default than
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anything else.

GeneralJ.:y middle class status went to those involved in

jobs requiring college education, those owning business, and those in a
position of authority over others.

Upper lower class status typically

went to those blue collar workers highly skilled or semiskilled L'1 some
crafts.

Lower lower class status went to those chronicalJ.:y unemployed

and those in unskilled occupations.

Some problem arose by this scheme in

determining status if msband and wife worked in highJ.:y different types
of jobs.

For instance, one woman was a school teacher and her husband an

unemployed laborer.
man.

Another woman teacher has a husband who is a hanQy-

A. man in a superviSOry position for Oberlin College has a wife who

is a maid.

In these cases. generally the status of the man was determined

by his occupation, while that of the woman

tion, whichever one higher.
only in marginal cases.

In

1

her husband's or her occupa-

A. secondary criterion was education, used
SOlllS

cases occupation and education were

highly at variance, and occupation was used to determine status.
instance, one Negro newspaperman had a fifth grade education.

For

One man

who has done odd jobs is a dental surgeon graduate of Howard University.
A plasterer for the College has a college degree.
aJribiguousJ.:y called style of life.

A final criterion was

If either of the other two criteria

were conflicting or uncertain, the writer attempted to determine class
by the type of people with whom the respondent associated and the general

manner and s;J;Yle of living.
/'~

Only one marginal case was affected by this

criter~, moving up into the upper lower class.

The interviewer determined

class before beginning to tabulate the results - so that the responses of
the subjects would not inflllence their class ranking.
By the above standard, the 83 were broken up as follows: 13 men

ann 12 women in the middle class,

14 m.en and 16 women of the upper 10lJrer
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class, aXld 14 men and. 14 women of the lower lower class.

Occupationally

the men were: bttsiness, two; mecha..u.cal engineer, state offioial, "...ental.
technician, foreman, aviation control specialist, journalist, art museum
technical assistant, metaJJnrgist. lawyer, minister, one each.
class women were:

Middle

housewife, five; teacher, three; store clerk, two;

lawyer and maid, one each.

Their husbands' occupations were: bttsinessman,

three; joui'nalist, two; foreman, two; laborer, handyman, lawyer, minister,
art museum technical assistant, one each.

Upper lower class men were:

printer, truck driver, mac.hinist, clerk, steel worker, two each; carpenter,
plasterer, stationary engineer, decorator, one each.
women had the following occupations:

Upper lower class

cook, five; housewife, six; praotical

nurse, two; unskilled hand labor, secretary, waitress, one each.
husbands were:

Their

steel worker, six; machinist, two; construction laborer,

two; chef, skilled worker, bailer, mechaniC, truck driver, and clerk, one
each.

Lower lower class men were:

laborer, five; chronicallJ" unemployed,

three; handyman, two; construction laborer, two; packing house worker,
foundry worker, one each.

Among the lower lower class women were maid,

five; housewife, four; chronically unemployed, three; Illl.rse I s aid, two.
Their husbands were:

laborer, widow, three each; foundry worker, construc-

tion worker, two each; chronically unem:ployed, janitor, cook, retired
miner. one each.

Ten of the middle class men had some kind of post high

school education, while only one was not a high school graduate.

Nine of

the 12 women had post high school educations; all were high school
graduates.

Among upper lower class men four had post high school educations;

three, high school; six, eight through eleven years; one, less than eight
years.

Three upper lower class women had post high school educations;

si.'!:, hi ~h school; seven,

ei~ht

throu.gh eleven years.

In the lower lower
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men grwp, one had post high school training; one, high school; fOll.r.
eight through eleven years; eight, less than eight years.

Lower lower

women showed two rith post high school educations; one, high school;
ten, eight through eleven years; and one, less than eight yea:rs.

Post

high school education was defined as regu1a:r accredited college or basiness college education.
Oberlin's Negroes are heavil;y comm.itted to one church or
another - ohl;y nine failing to name thelllSelves as attending a church.
Among middle class :men these religious affiliations were named:

Christ

Episcopal, three; Seventh Day Adventist, Mt. Zion Baptist, Rust Methodist,
believing Christian, two each; and 1ttheist and First Church or Rust, one
each.

Middle class women:

Rust, five;. Mt. Zion, two; Methodist, Christ

Episcopal, CoIlllllWlity Church (eolumbu.s), First Baptist, Atheist, one each.
Upper lower class men:

Mt. Zion, four; Christian, Rust, Christ Temple,

two each; St. Mary's Cathedral, Christ Episcopal, Mt. Nebo Baptist' (Elyria).
Seventh Day Adventist, one each.
Mt. Zion, four; Christian,
Rusk or Mt. Zion, one each.

lJpper lower class women:

Rust, seven;

two,; Christ Temple, Ne-I. Hope Baptist (Lorain),
Lower lower class men:

Rusk, five; lit. Zion.

four; Christ Temple, three; Glorious Church of God and Christ, Holiness
Church, one each.

Lower lower class women:

Christ Temple, two; Holiness Cherch, one.

Mt. Zion, six; Rusk, five;
Altogether 26 listed Rusk;

22, Mt. Zion; eight, Christ Temple; four, Christ Episcopal; three, Seventh
DOW AdVentist; two, Holiness Church.

J:t is noteworthy that Mt. Zion ani

Rusk are named by all classes, bat Christ Temple (sanctified) is named
by only lower class respondents.
An arbitrary criterion was used to split all the respondents

into four grvups by their degree of involvement in community

activities~
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The largest group (33) consisted of those who said they belonged to no
organiz!l.t:ions or social clubs.

The next largest group (28) consisted

of ver'y active Negroes or those who belonged to a great many organizations
or/and held leadership posts.

This group is certainly larger than would

be found in a str:ict1y random sample - since a deliberate attempt

W<lS

made to get a few extra activists and the middle class (activist oriented)
is over-represented.

The third group (17) consisted of those who are

members but not very active in some non-church group •. The last group

. (5) consisted of those onl;r minimalJ;jr active in some church group.

Ten

of the l3 middle class men were high activists, While only five of the

lh upper lower men and one of the 14 lawer lower men were also high
activists.

Four of l2 middle class women were high activists in comparison

to five of 16 upper lower class women and two of 14 lower lower class
women.

Apathetics were most prevalent in the lower lower class.

lh lower lower men
category.

ani eight of

Ten of

lh lower lower women fell into this

Only two middle class men, four middle class women, four upper

lower class men, and five upper lower class women were also apathetics.
These findings are generally in keeping with what other researchers have
discovered.
The estimated ages of the respondents, as pointed out earlier.
did not differ significantly from the general Oberlin Negro population.
All respondents had to be 21 years of age or over.

One man was in his

70's; 18, in their 6O's; 12, in SOlS; 21, in 40's; 21, in 30's; 10 in 20's.
Oberlin has a smaller percent Negro population in its 20' 5 than might be
expected based on national percentages.

This may be due to the poor

employment opportunities in Oberlin for young Negroes.
No real distinctions could be made between voters and non-voters _
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since only three said they were not registered.
not voted in the last Congressional election.

Only five said they had
This was obviously a very

tcuchw question on an interview dealing with social issues, and some of
the respondents may have falsified their answers to seem politically
aware.

There were clear differences among the classes in achievement
value orientation, as measured by Rosen's test.
disagreements:

The following were average

middle class men, 6.3; middle clas.s women, 6.4; upper lower

class men, 4.8; upper lower class women, 5.9; lower lower class men, 3.0;
lower lower women,
than six times.

3.4. Only two middle class respondents disagreed less

Ten upper lower class and 19 lower lower class respondents

did the same as the two above.

The differenoe between middle and lower lower

respondents, using the ohi square test, is significant at the .001 level.
The difference between middle and upper lower respondents is signifioant
at the .05 level.

The difference between upper. lower and lower loWer

respondents is significant at the .01 level.

These findings

a-~

somewhat

in contrast to those of Rosen, who also didn't use a strictly random
sample (but all women).

Rosen had a five class arrangement - devised

by HollingShead and. Redlich. 7

The first three classes of Hollingshead

and Redlich basically correspond to the writer's middle class, while
classes four and five are very similar to the writer's upper lower and
lower lower respectively.

Rosen found that his class I-II disagreed on

the average 6.00 times; Class Ill. 5.00 times; Class IV, 4.90; Class

v,

4.67. 8 The writer's findings indicate that in his sampling the middle
class is llIllch more achievement value oriented than Ro sen's and thet the

1Hollingshead, August B. and Redlich, Frederick C.; "So cial
Stratification and Psychiatric Disoroers" ; American Sociological Review
(Apri1. 1953), p. 165.
8Rasen• ~. cit., p. 56.
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bottom group is much less achievement motivated than Rosen's.
lovier class values are slightly different.

The upper

Rosen found his Negro scores

significantJ.;v higher than the scores for Italians and French Canadians,
not significantJ.;v different from those for Protestants and Greeks, and
significantJ.;v lower than Jews'.

Rosen concJJldes:

"The skeptic m<ry

regard the relatively high Negro value score as mereJ.;v lip service to
the liberal economic ethic, but it m<ry in fact reflect, and to some
extent be responsible for, the economic gains of Negroes in recent years. n9
This interpretation should be taken with a grain of salt s:LTlce the writer's
findings indicate that the Negro values tend to be higher among middle
class respondents and lower among lower lower respondents.

Fo.rthe:nnore,

the writer's data indicates important differences between upper lower
men and women. with men quite a bit lower than women.

This finding is

genera1J.;v in keeping with others that upper lower men have lowsr achievement aspiration than women.

It is also important to mention that the

key and only factor in differentiating whether a person disagreed six
or seven times was

J.4e ("The best kind of job to have is one where you

are part of an organization all working together even if you don't get
individual credit.").

It appears to the writer that this is the easiest

statement among the seven to agree with.

It is so placed that most

people have hal to disagree four times already.

There may be a tendencY

to agree ¥rith this statement. then, even though one has doubts, just to
break the disagreement pattern.

It would be interesting to see what

pattern oCCllrred with a rearrangament of the statements.

Tms. it seems

somewhat s:\J..J.;v to differentiate different middle Class ethnic groups as
to their achievement value orientations simpJ.;v. in reality, through

9_
.......
... · d

u_~_.,

p.

57.
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agreement or disagreement with one statement about lithe best kind of
job. "
A question

(5)

to determine educational vocational aspiration

was disapPointing in results.
make

~

Respondents were asked, "If you could

choice, what occupation would you hope your son would follow

by the age of

30?"

And then, "What occupation would you expect him to

follow by the age of 30?"

Most people simply refused at first to name

an occupation they hoped their son would follow by the age of 30.
They tended to sc;r it was completely up to their son or they had no
idea.

Usually the interviewer, to get a response, had to push the

respondent to make any kind of wild statement with obviously little
thought.

Respondents without sons also had a hard time handling the

question in the abstract.

During the last half of the interviews, the

interviewer did not push the subjects to respond since i t was clearly
a hopeless cause.

Many respondents appeared unable to distinguish in

meaning between "expect" and "hcpe ll , and thus these findings are partially
valueless for another reason.
A question on Negro leadership produced interesting results
by class.

The 83 Negroes named a total of 36 Negroes in response to the

question: "1&0 are the three greatest Negro leaders in the United states
todc;r?"

Martin Luther King, Jr. clearly led with

57

mentions; followed

by Ralph funche with 33; Roy Wilkins,l2; and Adam Clc;rt,on Powell, 11.

Jackie Robinson and Medgar Evers each received four mentions and George
Washington Carver garnered three.

Most of the leaders named tended to

be of protes"t rather than accommodationist character.

Only 10 individuals

were named who are not directly associated with some Negro advancement

organization;
vote.

~nd on~ ~~nche

and_ Carver of these received more

tha~

one

Three female singers (Ma:balia Jackson, Leonine Price, Lena Horne)
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were named once each.
were picked.

Two .athletes (Jackie Robinson and Jim Brown)

Three educators were selected.

would name as many as three Negro leaders.

Altogether 39 could or
A few said they wouldn't

name three because three Negro leaders don't exist.

However, it is

very difficult to distingaieh between those who could and those who
would name three.

In almost all cas.es it appeared that failure to name

leaders was due to inability to think of names.

Thirteen could or

WO'.lld name no leaders; ten, one leader; 21, two leaders.

Martin lather

King,Jr. was cle;n-:J;y first also in the greatest Negro category, with
32 mentions.

He was followed by Bunche with 27 mentions.

Fred Shuttle-

worth, Medgar Evers, Adam Clayton Powell, and George Washington Carver
all followed with two mentions.

Eight Negroes received at least one

vote as the greatest.
The lower lower class had the least incidence of naming leaders.
OnJ;jr six of the 28 named three; seven named two.; four, one leader;
II (eight men), no leaders.

King was clear:J;y the people's crnice,

receiving 17 of the 37 votes given.

His closest competitors followed:

Ralph Bunche, fool'; the minister of Mt. Zion, Fred Steen, Medg;n- Evers,
Jackie Robinson, two votes apieoe.
II Negroes.

King was picked as the greatest by

funehe received three votes.

The upper lower class responded with more leadership mentions
than the lower lower class, but not as many as the middle class.

Fifteen

of 30 namei three leaders; ten named two; three, one leader.; and two,
none.
so.

King was first again in the great leader category but on:J;y narrow:J;y

He received 22 mentions, while Ennche garnered 12. Powell had seven

and Evers received three.

The greatest Negro vote was close between King

and Bunche, but funche received more mentions (12 to 10).
two votes.

Powell received
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Eighteen of t,he 25 middle class respondents named as many as
three leaders; four (£tl1 women) ll1lraed tW(); and three (two women). one.
Overall. King led with 17 mentions, followed by Blmcl:ewith 12, Wilkins
with 11, and Powell and Thurgood Marshall with three eaoh.
there was a difference bet\veen sexes.

However,

Martin Luther King had

more vote among men (10) than Wilkins.

o~

one

Among women, King and Bunche

both had seven votes, while Wilkins only had two.

The probability of

middle class women naming Wilkins so few times in comparison to men is
significant at the .01 level, using the chi square b;ypothesis.
The popularity of Wilkins and Marshall in the middle class is
not unexpected since, they. are olosely associated with the NAACP, with a
middle olass valne image.

wilkins' lack of support among middle olass

women is difficult to explain without lllOre information.

Perhaps they

believe him too mi1:i:tant, and, instead, favor someone like Blnche who is
probably accepted more by the white middle clas,s than Wilkins.

Middle

class men may be more militant; later reSlllts seem to confirm this.
The popularity of Powell among the upper lower class is not SIlrprising
since he generally represents a "tough" attitude on discrimination, which
is reportedlypopalar with the upper lower classes.

Although as I shall

show, research results cast doubt of the truth of this previOus statement.
Blmche's appearance as a very popular figure among the upper lower class
is a little more surprising than his middle class support.

Perhaps he

is picked for the values and achievements which he represents and for
which the upper lower cl.ass is striving.

King's popularity among all

classes is to be expected since he is a charismatic figure, appealing
to all sorts of Negro values.

One mst take the above explanation with

a earl.;dn grain of salt since there is the distinct possibility that
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respondents named only those they knew about, w-ithout alwa;vs lmowing
what they stood for.

However, it should be noted that in explanation

of Kingl s greatness everyone in some manner or other cited his Christian
way of non-violence and dignity.

The "greatest" votes for Bunche

invariabl;r appeared because he represented achievement outside the race
question.

The seemingl;r general opinion about Powell, expressed by one

sympathetic man was:

"Be may not be doing the right thing.

Bit he

certainl;r gets results."
On the questions relating to change, the writer found a high

tendency to answer a series of questions in the same manner.

55

part relating to economics,
out of five the same way.

47

of the 83 answered at least three times

Nineteen and nine answered the same wa;v four

or five times, respectivel;r.
change,

On the six: questions relating to social

of the 83 answered four or more times the same Wa;y'; 21, four

times; ll, five times; and 17, six: times.
section,

75

On the

On the political change

of 83 answered three or more of the five answers the same:

Ia. three times; 25, four t;uues; nine, five times. There was no significant tendency by class or sex to answer in a standard way.

The tendency

to answer in a similar way may be an indication that Negroes tend to
think of the raoe relation area as a single whole, and any question on
a part is conceived in terms of the whole.

It may also be an indication

that some of the respondents were eager to get the interview completed,
and gave quick standard answers thatwOIlld not involve thinking.

From

experience nth the interview situation, the writer doubts the plausibility
of the second explanation for all but a few of the interviews.

However.

he did notice a frequent desire to end the interview by the last question,
a...~d

tr..is had. the highest rate of agreement of an:y of the

p8.rts~
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The 41 don't knows in the abov," tabulation ar.d in future
tabulations were han:l.led as meaning "about the same."

As far as the

intervielver could tell, this is what the respondents almost always meant
when they said, "1 don't know."
tell, things were about the same.

In other words, as far as they could
An alternate explanation is that a

don't know answer meant the question aroused too much emotion for the
respondent to answer.

However. this explanation doesn't seem very likely

since "don't know" respondents were invariab1;r willing to discuss what
they did know.

There were on1;r three (all women) who had a tendency to

answer "don't know" more than five times.
widely spread among other respondents.

The "other don't knotlfS" were

The writer recognizes that

categorising "don't know" as meaning "abOllt the same" is a dangerous
procedure, but feels that it didn't change the results and that it did
provide the possibility of making certain indexes.
Results on questions relating to economic change during the
last 10 years:

Question 1h ("Are you aware of the Ohio Civil Rights or

Fair Employment Practices Act?")

attempted to discover Negro awareness

of an act well publicized and intended to help bring equal employment
opportunities for Negroes.

Fifty-seven of the 83 respondents (68.7

percent) both knew of the act and understood broadly its provisions.
The lower lower clasS had

46.8

percent aware of and understanding the

act; upper lower class, 16.1 peroent; middle class, 84.0 percent.
were no significant differences by sex.

There

Men tended to see the law as

having a. much greater effect for the better than women.

Of those who

understood the law, 12 men said the law had a great deal of effect for
the better and 11 said slightly better effect.

Only three women (all

lower lower) felt the law'han a great deal of effect for the better; 20,
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slight effect for the better; six, no noticeable effect.

The difference

between sexes of seeing a great deal or slight effect for the better in
oontrast to no effect is signifioant at the .01 level.

This may be due

to the fact that men have more chance to see the law in operation in
their job situations.
discussed later.

It may also be due to another cultural factor

On all the other questions except 7f relating to jobs,

respondents tended to answer in a positive direction or in a no chenge
Cahoot the same) direction.
sex or class.

There -..rere no significant differences by

On question 7a ("In general do you think that county

employers are more, less, or to the same degree willing to hire Negro
employees?"), of those committing themselves to one of the five regular
responses,

50.6

percent saw change in a positive direction; 32.1 percent,

about the same; 17.3 percent, in a negative direction.

On question 7c,

("During the past 10 years employers in Lorain County, partioolarJ;jr in
the big plants have had to lay off workers quite often.

In comparison

to the past 10 years what kind of chance do Negroes have of keeping their
jobs during these lay-offs when either a white or a Negro has to be laid
off?"):
negative.

hO.3 percent, positive; 52.0 percent, ab.ont the same; 7.7 percent
On question 7d, ("Are county employers now more or less or to

the same degree willing to advance their Negro employees to better jobs?l!):
65.8 peroent, positiVe; 30.3 percent, abrut the same; 3.9 percent, negative.
On question 7e. ("Would you tell me if you have noticed any change in
the situation of Negroes being hired for the poorest jobs?!!) ~ 41.8 percent,
positi~;

40.5 percent, about the same; 17.7 percent. negative.

On

question 7f, (nI wonder if yon could tell me i f Lorain Connty Negroes
in general are better or less. 'or to the same degree satisfied wit.h their
jobs?"); there were no significant differences by sex or class but the
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percentag<3 of ne.gative responses, that Negroes are less satisfied with
their jobs

noW,\Ta,S

quite high.

0nJ;r 2).8 percent said they were more

satisfied; 25.0 percent, about the same; 51.2 percent, less satisfied.
In comparison to lower class respondents, there was a higher but non-

significf'.nt percentage of middle class respondents t.o see liegroes more
satisfied with their jobs.

The big oomplaint elicited by

tb~s

question,

although not tabulated, seemed to be that unskilled jobs are harder to
get now because of automation and because Southern white migrants are
now getting maIl;\'" of the jobs Negroes used to get.
There were very few respondents of either sax or
saw social acceptance moving in a negative direction.

class who

On question 9a,

("How do most white clerks in businesses treat Negroes now?
more or less courteous?

all;\'"

Are they

Or do they treat them the same as 10 years ago?"):

42.2 percent, positiver 55.4 percent, about the same; 2.4 percent, negative.
This was a question on which many commented that treatment had alwa;rs
been all right.

On question 9b, ("As far as you know, how ha.s the relation-

ship of Negro to white children changed?

Do they play together more or

less or to the same degree in comparison with 10 years ago?");
positive; 50.0 percent, about the

SeIne;

7.2 percent, negative..

42.8

percent,

On

question 90, ("To what extent toda;\' in comparison with 10 years ago can
Negroes attend social activities they both enjoy and can afford.?");

68.7 percent positiv6f 21.1 percent, about the same; 3.6 percent, negative.
On question 9d, ("Are Lorain County whites more or less or to the same

degree willing to accept Negroes as equals?"): 35.8 percent positive;
53.1 percent, about the same; 11.1 percent, negative.

On question 96,

{nHow do you think police treatment of Negroes in Lorain County has
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about the sallle; 5.2 peroont, negative.

On question 9f, ("How do you

think treatment of Negro PllPils by county teachers and principals is
today, com:pared with 10 years ago?"): 38.5 percent positive; 51.3
percent, about the same; 10.2 percent, negative.

It is noteworthy

that on question 9a there is a significant difference at the .001
level between lower class men and women on whether white
more courteous or about the same.

cler~s

are

Men are much more prone to see treat-

ment improving.
Section

OIl

political change:

Fifty-six of the 83 (67.5 percent)

were able to name at least one pr:i:ma.ri1y Negro group working to advance
civil tights in Lorain County.

In all cases but four, one of the groups

was the NlIACP.iIlhen asked to tell how successful these groups are in
getting what they want in com:patison to ten years ago, no respondents
said less.

Only four said about the same.

There were no Significant

differences hetween sexes or classes on this question.

On the other

five questions, once again respondents tended to see change either in
a positive direction or about the same.

On question 17a, ("Are public

office holders in the county now more or less or to the same degree
willing to work for Negro rights?fl): 67.9 percent, positive; 27.2 percent,
about the same; 4.9 percent, negative.

On question 17b, ("What chance

does a Negro have of getting elected to office. say in Oberlin, in comparison with 10 years ago?") ~ 76.8 percent, positive; 23.2 percent,
about the same.

On question l7d, <"What sort of voice do Negroes have

today in the l'Ilnningof the Lorain County city ani town governments,
such as Oberlin's?

Would you sa;r this is better or worse or. about the

same as 10 years ago?"):
the same;, 1 .. 1 percents;

55.4 percent, positive; 43.5 percent, about

negative~

On quest.; on 17e., (uPrograms of the
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United States Government have affected the comitions of the Negro in
iunerican life.

Do you think these programs have improved or become

worse in the last 10 years in their effect on the Negro?") ~ 72.3 percent,
positive; 23.2 percent, ab011t the same;

4.5

percent, negative.

On

question l7f, (flWhen an act of discrimination occurs in lorain County
tovms, in general are the town officials more or less or to the same
degree willing to speak out in defense of the injured Negro?"): 56.0
percent, positive; 32.0 percent, about the same; 12.0 percent, negative.
The results on civ'...J. rights ideology showed more divergence by
sex and class.

Onl;v on part f, (flActivities like sit-ins, freedom rides,

and economic boycotts are helping bring the Negro equal rights with the

white. "). was there high agreement among all classes and sexes.
86.7 percent of the respondents agreed.

Altogether

On three questions there was

high disagreemeritamong all sexes and classes (c, d, e.).

On c, (nNegroes

have no right to sit-in at a restaurant if the owner does not want to
serve them."), 75.9 percent disagreed.

On statament d, ("Organizations

like the NAACP ahouM not have white leaders. n), 90.4 percent disagree.
On question e, {"The civil rights and Negro political groups are demanding
too iIlllch too fast.

There shouhl be slower change for a while to let

things calm down. II) , 83.1 percent disagreed.

On statement a, (nProgress

is being made in getting civil rights for the Negro but it is coming too
slowl;v. u). there was overall agreement (74.7 percent)
differences.

an~gn:i.ficant

However, middle class women and upper lower class men

temed to take a more conservative position, onl;v agreeing slightly more
than half the time.

On i, ("Since the white man uses violence to keep

discrimination, the Negro has the right to use violence to end discrimina-

tion.!!), there_ was o'lr"'erall disagreement (72.3 percent) and no significant.
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differences.

However, the lower classes, except for upper lower men

were llll1ch more apt to appt'ove of violence then the mickUe class (ho.o
percent to 12.8 percent),

(li, g, h).

Three parts had significent differences

On pari b. ("The Christien religion is a false religion

because it preaches the brotherhood of all men while white Christiens
continue to discriminate against Negroes."). there is a significent
difference at the .05 level between middle class women and lower lower
men.

No women called the Christian religion false, while hI.7 percent

of the lower lower class men did.

Overall 79.3 percent disagreed that

the religion is false, but there was a significant difference at the
.05 level by splitting into middle class and upper lower men on one hand

(89.5 percent disagreed) ani the other groups on the other hand (6).6
percent disagreed.)

On g ani h the clearest splits occur.

On g, ("The

United states Government does not act quickly enough in the South to
fight discrimination when it has the power and the chance to do so."),
there was a significant difference at the .01 level between upper lewer
class vromen and lower lower men on the cne hand and middle class women
and upper lower class men on the other hand.

The first group was much ,

more apt to agree that the government does not act quickly enough.

On

part h, ("If the Negro proves that he has the training ani ability to
hold down the better jobs, he Will get those jobs."), there was a significant difference at the .05 level between lower lower women on the one
hand a.."ld middle and upper lower women on the other.

Lower lower women

were much Ulore apt to feel that proving training and ability will get
jobs.
The results seem to indicate that in general there is a very
high eonsenS'v.s among Negroes on what is lllOrally right and feasible in the
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way of civil rights action.

In general, it appears that the lower

classes, except for upper lower nten, are somewhat more prone to radicalism
than the midale<classes.

On

no question do middle class men as a whole

take the more radical position.

Only on h (job opportunities) do middle

class women take the more radical position.
with the fi:ndings on FEPG.
than men did.

This is somewhat in keeping

Women teIrled to see it as lllIlch more impotent

These results on the middle class are generally in keeping

with accepted fi-~ings such as Frazier's Black Bourgeoise. IO Rohrer

and Edmonson in the Eighth Generationll say that while the middle class
rationalizes color prejudice as stupid. the matriarcb;y (lower lower)
wants to exploit the exploiter and the gang (lower lower)

\'lants to

fight back, the respectable upper lower class supports the ideology that
all men are brothers.

They point out that the upper lower class, however,

has very strong feelings of discrimination.

The only way these feelings

can be controlled is by da'lial and by wit.h:1rawing primarily to the family.
Rohrer and Edmonson's hypothesis. never clearly explained, is plausible
for the upper lower class men of

~

sample who are more conservative on

civil rights questions than women and who also seem I!1llch more optimistic
about change than their fellow class women.
lower class women?

But what

ab~t

the upper

In a study by Jetse Spray, "Sex Differenees in

Occupational Choice Patt.erns Among Negro Ad.olesoents," the author says
that the lower class "Negro girls seem to be expeoted (by their Negro
environment) to react to their still d.iscriminatory situation bYIaspiring
to and planning the maximum amount of formal eduoation whioh can possibly
be obtained, while boys are allowed to settle for the type of training
IOF:razier, E. Franklin, Black BourgeoiSie. (Glencoe: Free Press,
1957), 264 pages.. .
l\ohrer, .'John ,H. and ]9;lmonson, Munro S., The Eighth Generation.
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1960), p. 189.-
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which prepares them for the jobs the Negro male is expeoted to hold
in 1\JIlerioa."J2

In other words, lower class boys expeot less out of life

than girls and are more aooepting of the oocupational status quo.

Spray

found this tendency in both upper and lower lower olass ohildren.

The

writer found olear differences between upper lower men and women in civil
rigbts.ideology.

But achievement value orientations, although different,

are not significantly different.

Thus, Sprey and the writer have found

differenoes in two areas, but their results don!t support each other's
findings.

The writer hypothesized that achievement motivation is

correlated with civil rights ideology.

I f this were true, Sprey's find-

ings would be very helpful for understanding the writer's findings.
Perhaps the relative crudity
the lack of correlation.

of the ideology and achievement tests causes

Or, Spray was measuring achievement expectation,

while the writer was measuring achievement value orientation.
expectation may correlate with. civil rights ideology.

Aohievement

FIlrthermore,Sprey

found achievement differences also between lower lower men and women
which the writer did not find. significant,although different,
achievement test.

1'1'00

Rosen's

And, if aqything, lower lower men tend to be more

radical on civil rights questions than lower lower women.

Certainly with

rrr:r very limited sample. the writer is not able to confirm or reject either
of the above author's hypotheses.

Another explanation for the results

of the study on the upper lower class is perhaps that in the Oberlin
eOJllml.lnity most of the upper lower men are actually considered middle
class, and thus they assume toose values.

However. this doesn't explain

why the upper lower women are so radical.

Perhaps the mildle olass men

associate in reality more in the connmmity than the women and thus have more
12Sprey, Jetse. "Sex Differenoes in Occupational Choice Patterns
Among Negro Adolesoents." Social Problems (SUmmer. 1962), p. 20.
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chance to be accepted as middle class and internalize the velues.

But

then the interview information indicaJ;es about the same degree of
activism in community affairs among both groups.

Another possible

explanation is that upper lower men have met so lIIallY fru.strations in
their work that, to live with themselves, they have more or less accepted
the civil rights status quo, while upper 10_1' women, who tend to remain
in the home more, have not faced so lIIallY of the fru.strations.

Spray's results wouM tend to refute this explanation.

However,

Generally, then,

Sprey's results seem good leads but not the answer for the differences
between the sexes.

Results are so contradictory and fragmentary that

obviOUSly more work will have to be done before

I!iXrIf

certain concmsione

can be reached.
Originally the above material had been planned as mere frosting
to the pr:l..ma.ry purpose of the paper - to see what correlations existed
between achievement motiVation, civil rights ideology and peroeption of
change.
I.

Six hypotheses were written before interviewing began.

They were:

The greater one's radicalism on civil rights issues, the

greater the tendency to feel that the political, economic and social
opportunities for Negroes have gotten worse or shown the least improvement during the last 10 years.
The writer felt that one's ideological outlook wouM tend to
affect one's outlook on the world.

In other words, the more conservative

person tends to see the status quo as a relatively good coniition and,
to justify the status quo, sees things illlproving naturally without great
effort.

On the other hand, the more radical person sees a olashing

unsatisfactory world around him and can't really say things are illlproving
because this wouM mean the harsh outlook may not be justified.
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The hest method of testing perception of change against civil
rights ideology would be to take the response of each individual cmd
compare it with his relative radicalism on the civil rights ideology
test.

The ideology test may not be a perfect ccmtinuum. but it is as

near perfect as the writer could devise.

Comparing ideology with each

perception of change would involve tremendous tilllellf work.

Because of

this and also because of the known tendency to agree so much on change·
being a positive direction or about the same (thus cutting down the
range of ansvrers to be correlated), the writer decided to devise a scale

to measure perception of change.

It is recognized that svery answer

might not be worth the same weight.

I.t is also recognized that including

some questions together uDder. one heading may be a rather dangerous
procedure.

Furthermore, great deal this or slightllf that may mean

better-worse or more-less.

The two are not rea1llf the same.

For every

great deal answer, the respondent was given two points, either minus or
positive.
point.

For a

slight~

answer, he received one negative or positive

For an about the same answer no points were given.

Since five

questions each on the economic and political change sections required
no factual answers, these Viere used for the index and allowed a score to
range from -10 to +10.

Six questions could be used on the social change

section, and the scores coold range between -12 and U2.
scale Vias split in five parts.

The -10 UO

The ideology scores from -9 to +9 were

split in fiVe parts, with two scores in each.
The selection of respondents was restricted by the condition
that they be residents of Oberlin.

Thus, 13 respondents were included

in the sample who lived in the city less than 10 years.
2~

years ago.

The newest came

To see whet~~r their perception of change differed from 10
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or more years residents, the writer compared their indexed scores Of
chant,'e.

There were no significant differences.

Thus, he fellls justified

in including the less than 1,0 years scores in the sample.

The above

comparison provides further evi:l.ence that respondents may not think in
terms of actual period of time and actual events but in terms of predisposition which evaluate conditions in a similar manner no matter where
the respondent is or how long he has lived in a setting.

The first

evidence was the sim.iJ.arity in response among subjects to a variety of
questions.
As the charts show, the scores on both mses tended to bunch
in a Slightly positive direction.

There was a tendency for the chart

data to follow the hy:pothesis, but the ·results were not significant.
Similar comparison of ideology with perception of change were
run on question 1f and 17d.

7f was selected because of the wide range

of answers, the possibility of wider distribution across the chart, and
perhaps more clearly interpretable results.

It was also a question on

which many people broke their pattern of answering in a standard form.
17d was used for almost the opposite

reason~

Everyone except one

responded in a positive direction or about the same.

The writer desired

to see i f small discrimina:tions were closely related to ideology.
results on 1f :howed no trend at all.

The

l7d showed a trend in the hy:pothesized

direction but it was only very slight or nonsignificant.
II.

The greater one's achievement motivation (measured by

Rosen' s scale) the greater one IS political radicalism.
The ,vriter felt that those satisfisd with the world and their
place in it. would tend to have a rosier outlook on life and be more in
favor of the status quo than those who ars dissatisfied with their place
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and do not see the world as

rew~1ing

for them.

Achievement scores "¥reTe split into two groups;
agreeing six and seven times and those disagreeing less.

those disSince so few

fell in the upper group and bottom two groups of political radicaliSll!,
a comparison could be made only between those with

+5

the one hand and +1 and -1 scores on the other hand.
significant correlation.
from the hypothesis.

S'1d

.f.3 scores on

There waS no

Actually the trend was in a negative direction

These results must be accepted with more caution

than most other resnlts, due to the relative crudity of Rosen's test and
the tendency for so many respondents (52,) to disagree 6 or 7 times
making this division rather gross.
The.differences between, Spray' s, Rohrer and Edmonson's, and
the writer's findings cannot really be straightened out until tests with
a lIlider distribation of answers or better continuums ere devised.
III.

The greater one's achievement motivation the greater the

tendency to feel that the political, economic, and social opportunities
for ~egroes in Lorain County have gotten worse or shown the least
improvement during the last 10 years.
Ifuch the same reasoning was involved as above.

The more one

wants to achieve the less rosier the world looks, and thus, tl:'>..e tendency
to minimize things getting better.

Of course, an alternative explanation,

also good for above, is that one tends to lo,se one I s achievement motivation i f one perceives the world as nonrewarding.

In other words, those

vdth the greatest aChievement motiVation are the most prone to see the
world as rewarding.
The same tj.-pes of scales were set up in the same manner as
described above.

In none of the three areas of change were t~e any
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significant rerults or trends when those wi.th six and seven scores
Were

oomp~j

IV.

with those havJng less than six and seven.
The lower one's social class the greater one's radicalism

on civil rights issues; except stable poverty or lower lower class will
be more conservative than upper lower class.
This hypothesis is based around the logic that middle class
status gives one a vested interest in the status quo, am tws, one will
not be for radical ohange.

The lower olasses, on the other hand, have

litUe to lose by opposing the status quo.
in contradiction to the above.

It is a hypothesis logically

If achievement motivation .is correlated

with oivil rights ideology and the highest achievement motivation is in
the middle olass, then it would be impossible for the lower olass to be
more radical on civil rights questions.

The writer felt that the lower

lower class might be more conservative than the upper lower beoause they
live in stable poverty, see less hope of improving their status, and thus
see little use in overthrowing the status quo.
In general keeping with the findings on several indiv:l.dual
parts of the oivil rights ideology test, there were no significant
differences between olasses.

However, there was a significant difference

between upper lower olass men and women when those with an ideology score
of less than -1 were oompared with these scoring -1+1 and with those scoring more than -1-1.

V.

It was significant at the .01 level.

The lower one's social class the lower one's achievement

motivation.
It was felt that either rising to the middle class or remaining
in it indicates a high achievement motivation.

To rise to the middle

class, one must have aerJLevement mntivation almost by

definit~on.

Middle
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class families tend to pass on their own values - thus once in the
middle class achievement values will tend. to be perpetuated.
As reported earlier, the hypothesis was confirmed.

VI. The lower one's social class, except for lower lower class,
the greater the tendency to feel that the economic, political, and social
opportunities for Negroes in Lorain County have gotten worse or shown
the least improvement during the last 10 years.
Much t.he same reasoning as above holds true here.

Stable

poverty breeds relative sat.isfaction with things as they are and thus
tends to engender an attitude that life is getting better.
There were no Significant differences in the economic area,
although t.he extreme opinions - that things are getting worse - were
almos.t all located in the .lower lower classes.
In tohe area of social acceptance there was a significant
difference only between upper lower men and upper lower women at the .02
leve:!. when scores of

+1

or :less were compared with scores of

+2

or greater.

In the area of political affairs, there was a significant
difference only between upper lower men and upper lower 1<romen at the
leve:!. when the scbres of

.05

+4 or :less were compared with scores of +5 or

more.
Activists and nonactiv:l.sts or apathetics were compared.

It

was found that there is a significant difference in achievement orientation, comparing those who disagree six or seven times with those who
disagreed less.

Significance was at .the .o:!. :level.

There were no significant differences in civi:!. rights ideology
or perception of change.
Those wit.h high education (high school grad arrl mor-e) w-ere
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comp?..red with those with low education.

CO!Ilparing disagreement s:i.:x: or

seven tim.es with less than that, there vms a significant difference at
the .001 level in achievement.

There were no silS"Tl.ificant differences

in perception of change or in civil rights ideology',

The di:fferences in

achievement motivation in these three groups are expected for the
classifications in reality require different achievement motivations ~
since achievement motivation is nat; reJ:ated to ideology and perception
of change, the other results are to be expected.
These from the lower class who attended an established CM ch,
MI;'.

Zion (18), were compared with these attending a sanc.tified church,

Christ Temple (8).

87.5 percent of the Chrlst Temple members had less

toan a high school education, in comparison to 62.5 percent of the Mt.
Zion members.
ideiil1gy.

There were no significant differences in civil rights

There was a non-significant difference in ach:tev6lllent motiva-

tion whan those disagreeing s:i.:x: or seven times were compared vr.i.th those
disagreeing less.

61.6 percent of Mt. Zion members disagreed six or seven

tilnes, while on:l¥ 25.0 percent of Christ Temple members did so.

There

were no significant differences in perception of change.
The difference in achievement rr.otivation is expected because
of educational attainment.

Ii; was thought that civil rights ideology

might be affected by belonging to a church which hides generally from the
real

wO~(Christ)

in contrast to a chnrch with more social responsibility

(Mt. Zion).
Perhaps more than anything else the results of the 83 interviews
demonstrate the relative:l¥ high agreement among all classes and sexes of
the Oberlin Negro connmmity on how things have changed in the last 10
years, how the civil rights straggle should be purSlled, and who is leading
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the liegro people

see

If a majority of OberUn Negroes do not always
better, they oertainly do not see them

th:i..ngs ae

\~rse.

fYel[,r,lYll7

At least verbally the OberUn Negro does not see a great deal of

difference in )lis. gains in the three areas investigated - eoonomio,
political. and socieJ..

He does see more gain. in the political area but

the differences between different sectors are not reall;jr significant.
This finding thrcws some cold water on the idea that social movements
arise because treatment in one area does not keep pace with treatment
in. !lnother area.

OJ' ooorse, 11\1 data does not disprove the idea; it on1:y

shovm what Negroes will verbally

a white interviewer.

seem to indicate that Oberlin Negroes, of all classes,
position of the NAACP.

As the

reS1.l1~Of

&'"'6

The reb<1lts

near the

the straight information questions

indicate, Oberlin Negroes are not extre:meJ;v .well informed about ciVil
riglrtsmatters, but they are willing to make judgments on them as the
relatively low number of "don' t know'stl seem to indi.cate.
That there were not more differences between classes was
a!A..l'5.>t-eJ

unexpected.

That

difference~ upper

lower class women was also unexpected.
class phenomenon was dis(:ussed earlier.

lower class men and upper

The reason for this upper lower
Later evidence af·ter that

disCl.lssion showed signifi.cant differenoes in the. upper IowaI' class in
total perception of political and social change whell indexes were used.
The indexes seemed to polarize the different but nonsignincant responses
of the men and women on indiVidual questions of ohanging.

These findings

from the indexes are some fodder for the writer's qypothesis, still realJ;v
not disproved, that perception of change is related to one's ideological
outlook.
It should be emphasized. that tr..e writer's findi!1,.gs did not show

-uthat all classes think alike.

A glance at the data indicates that, in

general, middle class respondents were much more conservative than lower
class - the differences were just not always significant.
The relative radicalism of the lower lower class on civil
rights questions seems a blow to the theory that the lower lower class
is conservative in their stable poverty.
It lIlllst be remembered that most of the questions on change
required almost no ini:ormstion.

Perhaps the respondents, e,special1;r

lower lower class, tended to take a positive tact with the white interviewer because they had little evid.ence tc support their emotional
conclusions and because they wanted to please him.
basis is somewhat tenuous.
appeared serious1;r deprived.

Furt,herm.ore, the class

Few of the lower lower class refPondents
Many of the lower lower class may be more

upper lower. but they certainly weren't in the same class a8;;this study' s
upper lower class.

A more deprived lower lower class might aSS\1!IIe more

clearly the attitudes of stable poverty.
It is noteworthy that on the question "I wonder if you could
tell me if Lorain County Negroes in general are better or less or to the
same degree satisfied with their jobs?", a very high percentage an&"\'\fered
in a negative direction - this may be a better measure of emotional

feeling, for the question is orie of the few in which wlri)::h the interviewer
could really not pin d,own the respondent to name figures &'1.d statistical
data and experience.

In other words, the respondent recognized the difficult,y

the white interviewer mignt have in challenging his view.

On a question.

for instance, about employer willingness to hire Neg..."'Oes, the interviewer

conceivab~

vY"illing .. "

could have asked, "Name some who are more or less
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If more work is done in the broad area encompassed by this
project, it should be restricted in scope and the number of respondents
should be increased.

Perhaps the interview should also be given in a

less unique Negro community.

The relationships i..'1 attitudes between

upper lower class Negroes and women seem to be the most fruitful area
for study.

It wcmld also be interesting to see if geographic locality

of Negroes in a ghetto has much effect on their attitudes.

Since Negroes

of all classes in Oberlin seem to interact so IJlIlch w"ithin a small area,
there may be a tendency for certain social norms to become established
among all.

In a large city where the middle class is stronger and tals

has to m:ix less with the lower class, the results might he different.
furthermore, the question is raised, "If civil rights ideology
is not clearly related to class or achievement value motivation, what is
it related to?"

Perhaps it is related more to how an individual perceives

his clas.s and his occupational chances.

Unfortunately this wasn't

investigated, but it definite1;y should be.
Undoubted1;y the tests for achievement motivation, civil rights
ideology, and perception Of change will have to be refined.

The evidence

is so jumbled and at t.imes cont.radictory that one can't help but feel that
the tests themselw.s are somewhat to blame.
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Pete Guest
1. Name

2. What type of work do you do?

Does your husband do?

3. How many years have you lived in Oberlin?

4. Do you have any children? What are their names and ages?

5. If you could make any choice, what occupation would you hope your son would
follow by the age of 30?
What occupation would you expect him to follow by the age of 30?
6. Who are the three greatest Negro leaders in the United States? Which one is
the greatest? I wonder if you could tell me why they are great?

7. Economic opportunity
a. In general do you think: that county employers are more"l,ess, or to the
same degree willing to hire Negro employees?
b. Are you aware of the Ohio Civil Rights or Fair Employment Practice~ Act?
Could you briefly tell me its provisions? Do you think: that laws li~e this
are changing the employment opportunities for Negroes in the state compared
with 10 years ago?

c. During the past 10 years employers in Lorain County, particularly i~ the
big plants, have had to lay off workers quite often. In comparison to the
past 10 years what kind of chance do Negroes have of keeping their jobs
during these lay-offs When either a white or a Negro has to be laid off?

d. Are county employers now more or less or to the same degree willing to
vance their Negro employees to better jobs?

ad~
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f. I wonder if you could tell me if Lorain County Negroes in general are

better or less or to the same degree satisfied with their jobs?

8. Different Negro leaders and groups in the country have different feelings
about prejudice and discrimination. I have prepared a list of statements
which some Negroes agree with, and some disagree with. I am interested in
getting your reactions.
a. Progress is being made in getting civil rights for the Negro, but it is

coming too slowly.
b. The Christian religion is a false religion because it preaches the

brotherhood of all men while white Christians continue to discriminate
against Negroes.
c. Neg:roes have no right to s.it-in at a restaurant if the owner does not want

to serve them.
d. Organizations like the NAACP should not have white leaders.
e. The civil rights and Negro political groups are demanding too much too

fast.

There should be slower change for a while to let things calm down.

f. Activities like sit-ins, freedom rides, and economic boycotts are helping

bring the Negro equal rights with the white.
g. The United States government does not act quickly enough in the South to

fight discrimination when it has the power and the chance to do

80,

h. If the Negro proves that he has the training and ability to hold down the

better jobs, he will get those jobs.
i.

the white man uses violence to keep discrimination, the Negro has
the right to use violence to end discrimination.

SL~ce
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9. Social acceptance
a. How do most white clerks in businesses treat Negroes now? Are they more
or less courteous? Or do they treat them the same as 10 years ago?
b. As far as you know, how has the relationship of Negro to white children

changed? Do they play together more or less or to the same degree in comparison with 10 years ago?

c. To what extent today in comparison with 10 years ago can Negroes attend

social activities they both enjoy and can afford?

d. Are Lorain County whites more or less or to the same degree willing to

accept Negroes as equals?

e. How do you think police treatment of Negroes in Lorain County has changed
during the last 10 years?

f. How do you think treatment of Negro pupils by county teachers and princi-

pals is today, compared with 10 years ago?

10. Are you a registered voter?
11. Did you get a chance to vote in the last
12. What organizations do you

Congre~sional

belong to?

13. Are you or have you been.an officer in any of them?
or have you held?

election in the fall?

What offices do you hold

4
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14. Please tell whether in general you agree or disagree with each of the fOllowing seven statements:
a. "All a man should want out of life in the way of a career is a secure, not
too d1fficult job, with enough pay to afford a nice car and eventually a
home of his own."

b. "When a man is born the success he is going to have is already in the
cards, so he might just as well accept it and not fight against it."

c. "The secret of happiness is not eJ!;pecting too much out of life and being
content with what comes your way."

d. "Nothing is worth the sacrifice of moving away from one's parents."

e. "The best kind of job to have is one where you are part of an organization
all working together even i f you don't get individual credit,"

f. "Planning only make13 a person unhappy since your plan13 )l&rdly ever work
out anyway."

g. "Nowadays with world conditions the way they a;!."e the wise person lives for
tod.a.y and lets tomorrow take care of itself." .

15. Religious affiliation.
16. Education

17. Politics and government.
a. Are public office holders in the county now more
degree willing to work for Negro rights?

or less or to the same

b. What chance dOes a Negro have of getting elected to office, say in
Oberlin, in comparison with 10 years ago?
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c. I know that there are several primarily Negro groups working to advance

civil rights in Lorain County. What are some of these groups? How
successful are the groups in general in getting what they want in comparison with 10 years ago?

d. What sort of voice do Negroes have today in the running of the Lorain

County city and town goverPJUents? Would you say that this is better or
worse or about the same as 10 years ago?

e. Programs of the United States government have affected the conditionsaf

the Negro in Americ~.1,i:f~,lIoJi~qp",J$uSltink these programs ~cli:n!:led
in the last 10 years to "eli> 9" 1 iI r I. ilia Thrain County Negro?

f. When an act of discrimination occurs. in Lorain County towns, in general

are the town officials more or.less or to the same degree willing to speak
out in defense of the injured J'<egro?
.

18. Commehts.

